
(WISCONSIN LIVING WILL) 

PLEASE BE SURE YOU READ THE FORM CAREFULLY AND UNDERSTAND IT 
BEFORE YOU COMPLETE AND SIGN IT 

DECLARATION TO PHYSICIANS 

I, ____________________________________________, being of sound mind, voluntarily state 
my desire that my dying not be prolonged under the circumstances specified in this document. Under 
those circumstances, I direct that I be permitted to die naturally. If I am unable to give directions 
regarding the use of life-sustaining procedures or feeding tubes, I intend that my family and physician 
honor this document as the final expression of my legal right to refuse medical or surgical treatment. 

1. If I have a TERMINAL CONDITION, as determined by 2 physicians who have personally 
examined me, I do not want my dying to be artificially prolonged and I do not want life-
sustaining procedures to be used. In addition, the following are my directions regarding the use
of feeding tubes:

YES, I want feeding tubes used if I have a terminal condition.

NO, I do not want feeding tubes used if I have a terminal condition. If you have not
checked either box, feeding tubes will be used.

2. If I am in a PERSISTENT VEGETATIVE STATE, as determined by 2 physicians who have 
personally examined me, the following are my directions regarding the use of life-sustaining
procedures:

YES, I want life-sustaining procedures used if I am in a persistent vegetative state.

NO, I do not want life-sustaining procedures used if I am in a persistent vegetative state.
If you have not checked either box, life-sustaining procedures will be used.

3. If I am in a PERSISTENT VEGETATIVESTATE, as determined by 2 physicians who have 
personally examined me, the following are my directions regarding the use of feeding tubes:

YES, I want feeding tubes used WI am in a persistent vegetative state.

NO, I do not
want feeding tubes used if I am in a persistent vegetative state. If you have not checked
either box, feeding tubes will be used.
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ATTENTION: You and the 2 witnesses must sign the document at the same time. 

Sign__________________________________________Date___________________ 

Address _____________________________________City_______________State_____ 
Date of Birth ____________ 

I  believe that the person signing this document is of sound mind. I am an adult and am not related to the 
person signing this document by blood, marriage or adoption. I am not entitled to and do not have a claim 
on any portion of the person's estate and am not otherwise restricted by law from being a witness. 

Witness Signature__________________________________Date Signed 
Print Name_________________________________________________ 

Witness Signature__________________________________Date Signed 
Print Name_________________________________________________ 

DIRECTIVES TO ATTENDING PHYSICIAN 

This document authorizes the withholding or withdrawal of life-sustaining procedures or of feeding tubes 
when 2 physicians, one of whom is the attending physician, have personally examined and certified in writing 
that the patient has a terminal condition or is in a persistent vegetative state. 

The choices in this document were made by a competent adult. Under the law, the patient's stated desires must 
be followed unless you believe that withholding or withdrawing life-sustaining procedures or feeding tubes 
would cause the patient pain or reduced comfort and that the pain or discomfort cannot be alleviated through 
pain relief measures. If the patient's stated desires are that life-sustaining procedures or feeding tubes be used, 
this directive must be followed. 

If you feel that you cannot comply with this document, you must make a good faith attempt to transfer the 
patient to another physician who will comply. Refusal or failure to make a good faith attempt to do so constitutes 
unprofessional conduct. 

 Register your Estate Planning Documents for no fee at www.TheUSWillRegistry.Org

 It is suggested that you have your attorney review this form to be assured that it meets all your current state requirements.

What you should do with this Advance Directive


